
Photobook Quick Guide 
Create a self-published photo book with our easy online HTML5 software.

On the website, select photobooks to access our photobook offerings. 
Print any of our Photobooks in a few Easy Steps
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Select your Book Type and Size

From our handy Pocketbook to our Customized series 
that include our new Square Format Collection, hard 
or soft cover versions, pick the photobook that best 
fits most your needs, your images and mood. Enjoy a 
wide choice of page layouts.

Sign In

Press the Order button. You will be asked to sign 
in or to join. Once you sign in, you may elect to 
start a new project or continue on a previous one. 
Projects are saved for a 3-month period. If no 
name is attributed to the project, you may refer to 
it by the date. 
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Select a Theme

Pick the way your pictures will be displayed on 
the pages. You also have the choice between  
economic and design mode. 

.  The economic mode autofill will place as many 
photos as possible in the theme. 

.  The design mode autofill will create a pleasing 
photobook where pages may be added to give as 
much diversity as possible.

You can add or remove pages to most themes. 
You can also change the background and the 
page template. To access a style, template or text 
tool, click on the appropriate tab.



4
Upload your pictures

Upload from a computer or from social networks. 
Add as many pictures as you wish. Once the 
transfer is completed, drag-and-drop your 
images from the image folder onto the  
photobook autofill workspace in the order you 
want them displayed. 

The upload software will place the images in the 
image folder based on the file date.

Tip: As you get ready, gather your project images 
in one folder if you can, it will make the upload 
easier. Don’t worry if you have forgotten some 
images, you can upload more at a later time.

Once the images are in and placed in a satisfying 
order, click on continue. 

The autofill function of a particular theme will 
place the images in the photobook pages.

5
Preview your Project

At this point, the software will create a first draft 
of what your photobook will look like.

We recommend you save your draft version at 
this stage. You may choose to start over, to edit, to 
customize further or to order it by adding it to the cart.
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To Edit your Project

Now, you can edit your project. First view the 
autofill created photobook. Basic image editing 
tools (Rotate, Zoom, B&W) are available here. More 
advanced editing tools are available by pressing 
Customize at the bottom of the window. 

Note: To know more about all the capabilities of 
the “Customize function” click on the Customize 
feature in the FAQ.

7
Order your Project

Once you’re pleased with the results, press on 
Add to cart and you’re done!




